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Stone Series Equates To Rustic Elegance
TAMPA, FL. (April 11, 2007) – Diamond Tech Tiles brings a touch of the outdoors in with a new
natural stone mosaics and accent line. Diamond Tech’s Stone Series is hewed from natural stone,
bringing luxurious warmth and beauty to any setting. Its durability and value are certain to set the
standard of “affordable luxury,” the hallmark of all Diamond Tech Tile products.
“Because it is a quarried stone, it has a natural earthy quality with random shading and subtle
veining,” said Rita LeVine, Marketing Director, Diamond Tech Tiles. “Natural stone holds up
extremely well over time, taking on a distinctive old world charm.”
Natural stone tile has been a flooring material as long as there have been finished floors. Our
marble and granite is cut very precisely into shaped tiles of various sizes that can be installed as
just like any manufactured tile. Diamond Tech Tiles offers three distinctive finishes: polished,
honed and tumbled. The honed and tumbled stone possess a distressed and textured finish that
can be very attractive as well as slip resistant.
Diamond Tech’s decorative offering of basket weaves, octagon and dots, hexagons, 5/8” mosaics
and 5” x 6” tiles, chair rails and pencils lend a rustic elegance to any floor, wall or backsplash
allowing for greater design creativity for all who use it. Whether in the living area, entryway or
bathroom, the Stone Series Mosaics and Accents versatility makes any room a landscape for a
unique creation. To learn more about the New Stone Series visit www.diamondtechtiles.com

About Diamond Tech
Diamond Tech is a subsidiary of The Daniels Corporation, a family owned and operated
American based company. Founded over 25 years ago, The Daniels Corporation's primary
objective is to provide innovative products, tools and accessories to the stained glass, craft and
tile consumer markets. Diamond Tech is dedicated to providing our customers with the best
products for the greatest value. To learn more, visit www.diamondtechtiles.com
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